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Girl scout campfire songs barges

I don't have the answer, but I came to thank you for bringing back a memory of this song that has been forgotten for a long time. God I miss the girl scouts and summer camp, published by TestamentToGrace at 1:40 PM on June 5, 2013 [5 favorites] A different melody in Canada? I'd love a link to any version you can find
from the version you sang. Since we have what appears to be a random old man on the record singing it in 1969, I'm assuming it's not necessarily from Scout/Guide origin - but where does it come from?released for roughness at 2:11 PM on June 5, 2013 I learned it from my mother that she would have been a girl scout
in the 40s/50s so she must be older than 1969.published by interplanetnet at 2:27 PM on June 5, 2013 [1 favorite] Yes, the people in that long thread I linked are saying they sang it in the 60s for sure, published by limeonaire at 3:28 PM on June 5, 2013 I learned about this at a summer camp founded by the people who
founded the Campfire Girls in the early 1900s , so another vote for her may not just be a Girl Scout song, published by LobsterMitten at 3:30 PM on June 5, 2013 Oh, Sorry, I didn't realize it was the same Mudcat thread.posted by limeonaire at 4:23 PM on June 5, 2013 [1 favorite] I have a lot of old songmakers (mainly
Sunday and patriotic school) and I don't see it in any of them. I don't have any camp songmaker though.posted by interplanetjanet at 7:31 PM on June 5, 2013 [1 favorite] « Older smart way to use color labels on OS X? LATEST OSX Screen Sharing SSH Tunnel » This thread is closed to new comments. Barges (source:
The first two verses appear in Jubilee Songbook, p.56; is also found in Our Chalet Songbook, Our Chalet Committee, 1981, and in Songs of Our Cabana, World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts, 1980. The other verses are extras that someone has invented, but they are not part of the original song. The story
goes that a young woman, lying in her hospital room and dying of cancer, could look out the window and see the barges passing through a nearby canal. He was inspired to write a song about his desire to be free like them. She was able to write the first two verses and chorus the song before she died. Out of respect,
the traditional way to sing this song is to sing verses one and two as usual, then hum a third verse to represent the unfinished nature of this song.) Through my window, looking at night I can see the barges flashing light Silently flows the river towards the sea And the barges also go silent Choir: Barges, I would go with
you I would like to sail the ocean Barges, do you have treasures in your cellar, do you fight brave and bold pirates? Through my window, looking at night I can see the barges flashing Starboard light shines green and the port is bright red I can see them blinking far ahead Thanks to Sarah Wishert, here's a third verse of
Barges: How my heart longs to sail sailing with you as I sail through the blue ocean But I have to sit by my beloved window and see you sail away from here Thanks to Rebecca Saint for these extra verses! By my window looking at night I can see the barges flashing port light ahead and anchoring to the eye I will find my
resting place with you Away from my window at night I will see 'until they are out of sight Taking your cargo away across the sea How would I like it to one day take me thanks to Colleen Beaupre for this extra verse! Through my window looking through the night I can see the barges flashing light People are sailing far
and far And I hope to go with them one day *Chorus: Barges, I would like to go with youI would like to sail the blue oceanBarges, have treasures in your cellarWrestling with pirates, brave and bold? Through my window looking at night I can see the flickering light of the barge Silently flowing the river to the sea As the
barges go silently * Out of my window looking at night I can see the flashing light of the barge Starboard shines green and the port is shining red I can see the barges just in front * How my yerns heart to sail with you As you sail to the other ocean my beloved window As the barges sail away from here * Away from my
window at night I will see until you are out of sight Taking your cargo away across the sea I wish that one day it would take me * peachypanda123 regged this campfire peachypanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics peachypanda123 I liked this
theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics peachypanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus :Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics peachypanda123 I liked this indy theme by Safe As Milk Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from
campfirelyrics peachypanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics peachypanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics and peachpanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk
Chorus:Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics and peachpanda123 I liked this theme Indy by Safe As Milk Chorus :Barges, I would like to go with you from campfirelyrics peachypanda1 , I would like to sail the blue ocean. Barges, are there any treasures in your cellar? Do you fight brave and bold pirates?
Out my window looking at night, I can see the barges flashing light. Silently flows the river into the sea,Like barges to go in silence. Chorus Through my window looking at night, I can see the barges flashing light. Starboard shines green and the port is bright red, I can see the barges far ahead. ChorusOh, how my heart
wants to sail with you, as you sail across the blue ocean. But I have to stay here by my clear window, while I see you sail away from here. Choir: Barges, I'd like to go you, I'd like to sail the blue of the ocean. Barges, do you have treasures in your cellar? Do you fight brave and bold priates? Out my window looking at
night, I can see the barges flashing light. Silently flows the river into the sea, as barges pass in silence. Choir out my window looking at night, I can see the barges flashing light. Bright green starboard and the harbour is shining red, I can see the barges of my bed. Choir out my window looking at night, I can see the
barges flashing light. The anchors begin to pull and the engines begin to roar as the barges move away from the coast. Choir out the window looking at night, I can see the barges blinking flashing The stars illuminate the sky, as the barges seem to jump to the right. Choir out my window looking at night I can see the
barges flashing light. Taking his cargo to the sea, as I wish they'd one day take me. Chorus How my heart wants to sail with you, As you sail across the blue ocean. But I have to stay by my window clear, as the barges sail away from here. Chorus Chorus
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